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Abstract

Multiword Terms (MWTs) are domain-specific
Multiword Expressions (MWE) (Pajić et al.,
2018) where two or more lexemes converge to
form a new unit of meaning (León Araúz and
Cabezas García, 2020). The task of processing
MWTs is crucial in many Natural Language
Processing (NLP) applications, including Ma-
chine Translation (MT) and terminology extrac-
tion. However, the automatic detection of those
terms is a difficult task and more research is
still required to give more insightful and useful
results in this field. In this study, we seek to fill
this gap by using state-of-the-art transformer
models. We evaluate both BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) like discriminative transformer models
and generative pre-trained transformer (GPT)
(Radford et al., 2018) models on this task, and
we show that discriminative models perform
better than current GPT models in the identifi-
cation of multiword flower and plant names for
both English and Spanish. Best discriminative
models perform with 94.3, 82.1 F1 scores in
English and Spanish data, respectively, while
ChatGPT could only return 63.3 and 47.7 F1
scores, respectively.

1 Introduction

Botany is a multidisciplinary field that encom-
passes different scientific disciplines such as Ge-
netics, Ecology, Physiology, Biochemistry, Archi-
tecture, Gastronomy, Commerce, Art and Design,
etc. One of the key areas in Botany is the study
of flowers and plants. The market of flowers and
plants is regarded as an economic engine of dif-
ferent economic and industrial activities. For this
reason, its study and analysis are considered rele-
vant in order to make this domain more accessible
to all users, both at scientific and professional lev-
els and also at layperson level, as flowers and plants
have important national and international symbol-
isms and their roots are profoundly embedded in

cultures and societies. The accurate identification
and denomination of each plant is essential for the
correct development and dissemination of science
in all those multidisciplinary fields. It is also cru-
cial for the correct communication of knowledge in
different languages and also for the proper design
of lexicographic resources and thesaurus.

From the point of view of applied linguistics,
the identification of names of flowers and plants
is relevant to language professionals. From a ter-
minological point of view, it helps in laying the
basis of term coining processes and gives insights
into the underlying mechanisms of term creation.
Translators also benefit from this information for
the translation process.

Taking into consideration the quick develop-
ment of NLP technologies and the importance of
Machine translation (MT) in the dissemination of
knowledge and in building new resources, it is im-
portant to extend the studies and cover new areas
of research, such as Botany. The automatic iden-
tification of terms in this field helps in improving
the quality of NLP applications, computer assisted
translation tools and automatic translation tools
(Temmerman and Knops, 2004) as well as lexicon
creation, acquisition of novel terms, text classifi-
cation, text indexing, machine-assisted translation
and other NLP tasks (Pajić et al., 2018). For this
reason, in this paper, we focus on the automatic ex-
traction of flower and plant names, and we intend
to address the shortcomings in this domain with the
help of AI.

Specialised texts are rich with polylexical and
monolexical terms (Estopà et al., 2000). They are
both essential for efficient scientific and technical
communication. Monolexical terms are formed
of single lexical units, while Polylexical terms
are formed of more than one lexical unit. Those
last ones are also called Multiword Terms (MWT)
and are defined as domain-specific Multiword Ex-
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pressions (MWE) (Pajić et al., 2018) where "two
or more lexemes converge to form a new unit
of meaning" (León Araúz and Cabezas García,
2020). MWTs are content-rich and are the most
frequent type of lexical units in specialised dis-
course (Ibekwe-SanJuan and SanJuan, 2009). In
this context, a term is defined as the linguistic desig-
nation of specialised concepts (Faber and Montero-
Martínez, 2019).

In terminographic and lexicographic studies, the
detection and analysis of terms are considered key
to comprehending and deciphering the semantic
and conceptual relations that connect one lexical
unit with the other to construct meaning (Leroyer
and Køhler Simonsen, 2021) properly. Those se-
mantic and conceptual relations also have an im-
portant role in the construction of specialised do-
mains, ontologies and terminographic resources
(Faber et al., 2012). Moreover, they are also con-
sidered important for knowledge representation
(Faber, 2015).

However, the detection of terms in specialised
domains is not an easy task. Language users, such
as professionals in specialised domains, terminolo-
gists and translators, need to acquire certain skills
to be qualified to detect terms. The task is even
more difficult in the cases of MWTs, as language
users find it more difficult to delineate where the
MWT starts and where it ends in context. Failure
to detect terms leads to communicative problems,
hinders the adequate construction of discourse, and
provokes errors in translation processes.

Recently, Automatic Term Recognition (ATR)
and Automated Term Extraction (ATE) have be-
come more crucial to many NLP applications (Lang
et al., 2021) and (Al Khatib and Badarneh, 2010).
For example, those techniques are used for digital
indexing, hypertext linking, text categorisation as
well as in MT.

Moreover, the automatic detection of MWTs at
cross-linguistic level in specialised domains is also
becoming more important and its study may help
in different multidisciplinary research (Temmer-
man and Knops, 2004). For this reason, automatic
translation of all types of texts is becoming an ur-
gent priority in all fields, and more research is still
required in order to obtain more insightful results.

For this reason, and as a preliminary approach to
the automatic extraction of MWTs in specialised
domains, in this study, we provide the results of
a case-study for the ATR and ATE in the domain

of Botany in English and Spanish. To the best of
our knowledge, there are no programs that could
automatically identify and retrieve those terms both
as single-word terms and MWTs in specialised do-
mains, and no studies compare the already avail-
able resources in a comprehensive way. Hence,
this study seeks to fill in this gap and proposes a
novel method based on transformer models (Pre-
masiri et al., 2022; Ranasinghe et al., 2021) for the
automatic extraction of terms from the specialised
domain of Botany1. At the same time, it compares
the results obtained by ChatGPT to draw on con-
clusive results associated with their efficiency and
whether they are promising to be used in further
related research in different areas.

The main contributions of this study are:

1. We empirically evaluate 13 popular discrimi-
native transformer models in MWT identifica-
tion in flower and plant names in both English
and Spanish.

2. We empirically compare the results with Chat-
GPT to explore its capabilities on the same
task.

3. We release our open-source code repository2

for the community to further research the
topic.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 outlines related work. Section 3 describes
the dataset used for our experiments, while section
4 presents the methodology. Section 5 reports the
evaluation results, and finally, section 6 summarises
the conclusion of this study and suggests future
research.

2 Related Work

In recent years, the computational treatment of
MWEs and MWTs has received considerable atten-
tion, as it is essential for NLP applications, such
as MT, indexing, terminology retrieval and Trans-
lation Technologies (Monti et al., 2018). They
are considered relevant and highly important due
to their ubiquity in both natural language and
specialised language (Ramisch and Villavicencio,
2014). Ramisch and Villavicencio (2014) high-
light the importance of those terms in relation to

1The names of flowers and plants are considered as terms
in the field of Botany by many scholars but given the differing
views we have chosen the more ’neutral’ wording ’Multiword
Flower and Plant names’.

2https://bit.ly/474l9zY
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NLP applications and propose including MWEs
and MWTs in language technologies by means of
type-based discovery, token-based identification,
and MWE-aware language technology application
models.

Studies such as Wang et al. (2023) show how
the study of those terms may be relevant to detect
synonym relations within distributional semantic
models by using lexical substitution based and anal-
ogy based methods. Others such as Thanawala and
Pareek (2018), show how the automatic detection
of MWTs is useful in tasks related to automatic for-
mation of compound concepts within Ontologies.

Within the field of language processing of spe-
cialised domains, previous research focused on the
automatic detection of MWTs in discourse. For
example, Pajić et al. (2018) used frequencies of
occurrence of a text sequence in the corpus, com-
bined with normalisation by lemmatising word by
word in order to achieve the semi-automatic ex-
traction of MWTs in the domain of Agricultural
Engineering. Some authors such as Bonin et al.
(2010) used the approach of identifying candidate
MWTs in an automatically POS–tagged and lem-
matised text, which is then weighted with the C-NC
value in the domains of History of Art and in Legal
domains. On the other hand, authors like Adjali
et al. (2022) centred their research on the auto-
matic extraction of MWTs from parallel corpora
by using the Compositional with Word Embedding
Projection (CMWEP) approach in the domain of
Medicine.

Transformers based models have been used
in previous research to detect MWTs, such as
(Bechikh Ali et al., 2023). Their study focuses
on detecting MWT for filtering and indexing tasks.
Walsh et al. (2022) apply MWT extraction in Irish,
but they show that large pre-trained models strug-
gle to perform better in a low-resource setting.
Chakraborty et al. (2020) employed transformers
to evaluate MWT extraction in their own private
dataset, and they could show that transformers were
able to outperform the existed state-of-the-art re-
sults by greater margins. Studies have been limited
because of the lack of annotated datasets, but Fusco
et al. (2022) proposes an unsupervised way of an-
notations to combine with transformers to extract
MWE.

Other studies, such as Lang et al. (2021), also
use transformer-based approaches to multilingual
term extraction across domains. However, they

believe more research based on neural models is
still required to obtain more results.

In this research, we combine the approaches to
employ those methods on MWTs in the specialised
domain of Botany, more specifically, on flower
and plant names. In this case study, and since
both MWTs detection and NER tasks are about
token classification, they can be modelled by using
similar models. For this reason, we are using a set
of models which are used in NER for the MWT
detection task, too (Rohanian et al., 2019). We seek
to fill the gap by empirically evaluating multiple
transformers in the task of MWT identification and
extraction in the domain of Botany in English and
Spanish.

3 Data

For the implementation of this case study, we ex-
tracted terms from different texts in English and
Spanish corpora. With respect to the English cor-
pora used, firstly we compiled a corpus from the
Encyclopaedia of Flowers and Plants available in a
digitalised editable format, published by the Amer-
ican Horticultural Society (Brickell, 2012). This
encyclopedia contains more than 8,000 plants and
4,000 photographs and is organised in different sec-
tions to serve all users. The first section provides
information on how to use the book and explains
the origin of the names of plants and their ety-
mological origins. In the second section, it has a
comprehensive plant catalogue which explains the
type of plants, including information on their plant
life cycle, their shape and size, and whether they
are trees, shrubs, roses, bulbs, etc., or if they are
water or rock plants, etc. Finally, the encyclopedia
offers a plant dictionary followed by an index of
common names and a glossary of terms.

The advantage of annotating this encyclopedia is
that the scientific names will help as a common link
in all languages written with the Latin alphabet. It
also has an important potential at cross-linguistic
level in the field of Botany. The data was pre-
processed by annotating the proper names and their
condition of being MWTs or single-word terms.
For example, the scientific name Cynoglossum am-
abile is annotated as MWT, while the vernacular
name of this flower, Firmament, is annotated as a
single word term.

Apart from the Encyclopaedia of Plants and
Flowers (Brickell, 2012), we also compiled a cor-
pus of other resources related to Botany in En-
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glish. It consists of 437,663 words. Some of
the texts are monographs, others are journal ar-
ticles, and some texts are retrieved from other on-
line resources. Those resources are Vigneron et al.
(2005), Maghiar et al. (2021), Pink (2008), Blanco-
Pastor et al. (2013), Ni et al. (2022). All those
resources contained lists of names of plants and
flowers, which were also annotated, and they all
had relevant rich contexts on which we could rely
to extract terms.

With respect to the Spanish dataset, we followed
the same annotation criteria implemented in anno-
tating the English dataset. The dataset in Span-
ish consisted of a list of flower and plant names
provided in selected monographs and glossaries.
Above all, we used books and articles in the do-
main of Botany and botanical glossaries, such as
the glossaries provided in Los Árboles en España
(de Lorenzo Cáceres, 1999), Biología de la Conser-
vación de Plantas en Sierra Nevada (Peñas et al.,
2019) as well as the glossary of scientific names of
plants and their vernacular names provided by the
Entomological Museum in Leon on the Bio-Nica
webpage 3.

In order to obtain more context-rich cor-
pora, we also used other texts in Spanish, such
as Peñas and Lorite (2019), Guadalupe et al.
(1985), Blanca López and Loépez Onieva (2002),
Gonzáles et al. (2020), Montserrat (1960), AR-
MAS, Gómez García (2004) and the Vademecum
Colombiano de Plantas Medicinales (de Salud y
Protección Social de Colombia, 2008).

For example, Los Árboles de España includes
a classification of trees in Spain. Above all, it
describes their varieties, form and cultivation pro-
cess and needs. It has glossaries with scientific
names and family names. Other scientific articles,
such as Biología de la Conservación de Plantas
en Sierra Nevada contain tables with names of En-
demic plants and flowers in the National Park of
Sierra Nevada. The variety of resources allows
for the list to be more inclusive. The same ap-
plies to the book Vademecum Colombiano de Plan-
tas Medicinales (de Salud y Protección Social de
Colombia, 2008) as it includes varieties of terms
more specific to a concrete geographical area, in
this case, in Colombia.

Data Preparation In general, Multi-word Term
(MWT) identification tasks have been modelled
as token-level classification tasks in NLP. These

3http://www.bio-nica.info/home/index.html

tasks need token-level tags which could identify
the relevant parts in the sequence. We used IOB
tagging for this purpose, inspired by CoNLL-2003
shared task (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder,
2003). Each word in a sentence has its token de-
pending on whether the word is related to a MWT
or not. B - Beginning, I - Inside and O if the word
is Outside of a Multi-word term as shown in Table
1. We did IOB annotation on the corpus using an
algorithm we developed based on the human anno-
tated multi-word-term annotations on flowers and
plants dataset.

Tag B I O O O O
Word Blue Moon. Slow-growing, compact, clump-forming perennial.

Table 1: Sample IOB tags for a sentence

Tagging disclosed us to the statistics of the
dataset, in which we observed that the vast ma-
jority of the sentences in the corpus did not contain
any multiword flower or plant names. Initial exper-
iments showed us these sentences lead to overall
poor results. This encouraged us to balance the
datasets by removing a set of sentences which con-
tained only ’O’ tags. This is an important step
in deep-learning-based models to balance the data
with fair margins. Table 2 shows the breakdown of
each dataset for train and test splits.

Dataset Train Sentences Test Sentences
English 1500 505
Spanish 750 250

Table 2: Breakdown of datasets

The tagged version of datasets is used for the
training and testing of BERT-like models. Since
we do not have enough corpus for further finetun-
ing the GPT model to our task, we only performed
testing using prompts. Therefore, we kept the sen-
tences as is for GPT experiments.

4 Methodology

With the emergence of Transformers (Vaswani
et al., 2017) and large language models (LLMs),
state-of-the-art results of many NLP tasks had
pushed their existing boundaries with decent mar-
gins. Attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017)
played a major part in these language models,
which could provide a contextual understanding
of the left and right sides of a text sequence at
once. BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) was a prominent
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milestone in LLMs which is a variant from initial
Transformers architecture. Similar LLM architec-
tures have emerged with the differences of having
different learning objectives as well as using differ-
ent datasets. Having this motivation, we conduct
our experiments on multiple popular transformer
models to evaluate their performance on MWT ex-
traction in flower and plant names.

Since this is a token-level classification task, we
use macro averaged Precision, Recall and F1 score
as our evaluation metrics.

Precision = TP/(TP + FP ) (1)

Recall = TP/(TP + FN) (2)

F1 = 2 * (Precision * Recall)/(Precision + Recall)
(3)

The rest of this section discusses the models we
used, with the categorisation of discriminative and
generative models.

Discriminative Models The Original Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) consisted of two main
parts; encoder and decoder. BERT model can be
described as a stack of encoders which has been
pre-trained on masked language modelling primary
objective function. Generally, these discriminative
models accept a sequence of tokens, and the out-
put layer of the model can be configured such that
the model is able to finetune on a downstream task
such as classification. The general architecture of
BERT models on token-level classification tasks is
shown in Figure 1.

We used a mix of popular discriminative trans-
former models in our experiments with their vari-
ants as listed in Table 3.

For the experiments on the English corpus, we
used all the models listed in Table 3. We considered
multilingual models, mono-lingual models and dif-
ferent architectures like Electra and Scibert since it
is specifically trained on scientific corpora.

Since not all these models have multilingual ca-
pabilities, we used bert-base-multilingual-uncased,
bert-base-multilingual-cased, xlm-roberta-base,
xlm-roberta-large for Spanish experiments.

We used model training configurations shown in
Table 4 on a GeForce RTX 3090 GPU hardware.

Generative Models These models took a differ-
ent approach to BERT-like models, by changing
the objective function to predict only the next word.
This variant of transformers leverages the decoder
part of the initial Transformer architecture, and a

Figure 1: Transformer architecture on token level classi-
fication

Generative Pretrained Transformer (GPT) can be
introduced as a stack of decoders in terms of the ar-
chitecture. ChatGPT4 uses generative transformer
architecture, and it has provided highly competitive
results in conversational systems while it is capa-
ble of applying to non-conversational tasks like
multi-word-terms identification.

ChatGPT is a human-like chatbot in which we
can input a sequence of text and get an output ac-
cordingly. It is known that ChatGPT produces dif-
ferent results for different inputs. Therefore, find-
ing the optimal prompt for better results is always
encouraged. We tried multiple prompts to retrieve
BIO tags for MWTs in the text directly, but this did
not show good results since the model produced
more tags than the number of tokens in the input
text. After a couple of iterations, we settled for;
- Find whether there is a multi-word expression
flower or plant name in the text delimited by “‘ -
if there is no multi-word expression found in the
given text; just tell ’No’ - if you find a multiword
expression in the given text; say yes and then give
the multiword flower or plant name for example;
Yes - ’Name’ Text : “‘{sentence}“‘

As shown in the prompt, if there is no MWT in
the given sentence, we retrieve ’NO’ as the output
and if there is, we retrieve ’Yes - {Name}’ as the
output. In both cases, we post process the data us-
ing regular expressions to generate BIO tags based
on the ChatGPT output. Finally, we use the gener-
ated BIO tags to evaluate the results.

4https://chat.openai.com/
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Model Name Size Variants

bert (Devlin et al., 2019)
base cased, uncased
large cased, uncased
base multilingual-cased, multilingual-uncased

xlmr (Conneau et al., 2020)
base cased
large cased

xlnet (Yang et al., 2019) base cased
roberta (Liu et al., 2020) base cased

electra (Clark et al., 2020) base discriminator
scibert (Beltagy et al., 2019) base scivocab_cased, scivocab_uncased

Table 3: Model names and variants

Parameter Value
Training Batch Size 32

Evaluation Batch Size 8
Learning Rate 4e−5

Epochs 3
Early Stopping No

Table 4: Training configurations

For ChatGPT experiments, we used gpt-3.5-
turbo model since it is the free version provided at
the moment, and we set the temperature parameter
to 0 due to reproducibility reasons. Even though
the latest version of GPT is GPT4 for the time be-
ing, we did not experiment with this version since
it is not freely available.

5 Results and Discussion

English Table 5 shows the results for MWT iden-
tification of flower and plant names in English. It
is noticeable that all the discriminative transformer
models have produced highly competitive results,
while bert-large-cased model performs 94.3127 F1
score as the best performer. The least successful
discriminative model is xlm-roberta-large, but even
this model scored 91.5564 showing that transform-
ers are highly able to identify MWTs in flower and
plant names. In comparison to discriminative mod-
els, ChatGPT has performed less, marking 63.3183
F1 score. Given the fact that we did not fine-tune
the GPT model, we believe this is a very good
score. Even though ChatGPT is leading in conver-
sational AI models, there could be more areas, like
MWT extraction in flower and plant names, where
ChatGPT falls behind. We think there could be
multiple reasons for this. One possibility could be
that the GPT model does not see the words from
both sides. Instead, it uses the left-side sequence

only to predict the next token. Typically, this ap-
proach is good in general, but we feel that it does
not perform equally well in multi-word term iden-
tification setting. However, extensive experiments
will need to confirm this.

Spanish Similar to English results, Transformers
show significant results on Spanish as highest F1
score of 82.1733 by bert-base-multilingual-cased
model. Similar to English experiments, discrimina-
tive models showed very competitive results, but
the difference between the highest performer and
lowest performer increased by 7.6647. However,
ChatGPT does not do well with 47.7925 F1 score.
This confirms that ChatGPT is also capable of iden-
tifying Spanish MWTs, but there is still a long way
to go.

6 Conclusions

Detection of terms is an important research area
for many NLP applications and is considered a
challenging task, above all when the task involves
MWTs besides single-word terms. The automatic
identification of terms helps in improving the qual-
ity of NLP applications, such as computer assisted
translation tools and automatic translation tools, as
well as lexicon creation, knowledge representation,
ontology building, text classification, text index-
ing, creation of terminographic resources and other
NLP tasks.

Those NLP applications need to be developed in
all fields of study in order to widen the scope of
NLP applications and be more inclusive. Botany is
no exception. Moreover, there is a need to fill this
void as Botany is one of the important interdisci-
plinary areas which is intertwined with many other
activities and areas of research. Within the scope
of Botany, we focus on the automatic extraction of
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Model Precision Recall F1
bert-base-uncased 95.5851 92.6156 94.0379

bert-base-cased 95.1363 92.8490 93.9485
bert-large-uncased 95.6642 92.4974 94.0190

bert-large-cased 95.1992 93.4754 94.3127
bert-base-multilingual-uncased 95.3530 93.1413 94.1751

bert-base-multilingual-cased 94.9715 92.5637 93.7326
xlm-roberta-base 93.2733 91.3631 92.2856
xlm-roberta-large 92.0389 91.1048 91.5564
xlnet-base-cased 94.1032 91.6107 92.7907

roberta-base 93.2224 92.2400 92.7225
google/electra-base-discriminator 95.6244 91.3245 93.3517
allenai/scibert_scivocab_uncased 95.3931 93.0981 94.1983

allenai/scibert_scivocab_cased 95.8673 92.4853 94.0875
ChatGPT 70.4278 59.6787 63.3183

Table 5: Results for multiword flower and plant names identification in English

Model Precision Recall F1
bert-base-multilingual-uncased 81.7597 75.9625 78.6295
bert-base-multilingual-cased 81.8485 82.5835 82.1733

xlm-roberta-base 76.2378 73.3251 74.5086
xlm-roberta-large 83.4353 79.9430 81.5646

ChatGPT 58.8073 44.3087 47.7925

Table 6: Results for multiword flower and plant names identification in Spanish

terms of names of flowers and plants.
We empirically show that general transformer

models can produce very good results in Multiword
Term identification of flower and plant names tasks
for both English and Spanish. Further, we compar-
atively show that ChatGPT is not performing as
well as the other discriminative models.

The results obtained from this experiment can be
relevant for the comprehension of term formation
processes and may be helpful for the design of
new lexicographic resources related to new term
formation in languages with low resources.

In future research, we would like to explore more
specialised domains and involve more languages
and bigger datasets, and extend the study to multi-
lingual parallel corpora.
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